Quilt Beginnings
Innovative Appliqué
Supply List

Instructor: Becky Campbell
Dates: 10-3, Monday, October 22
Project description: Hippo from The Zoo Series pattern. Turned edge appliqué

made easy. No tracing, needle turn or ripping paper out. Excellent results right off
the bat by hand or machine.
Pattern:The Zoo Series: A collection of 9 animals

Fabric requirements
Background material: approximately 16" x 18" piece of fabric.
Animal material: About 10 colors for animal parts, similar colors with different
textures. Please include a bit of white for the eyes.
Fabric pieces do not need to be large. Please do not stress, just pull some fabric in
colors you like and we will make them work.
Please note: do not cut out fabric prior to class, just bring the fabric.
Thread: colors that match the fabrics you are using for the hippo.
Batting: 8 1/2” x 11" piece of low loft dense batting (example Dream batting
products). This will be used for the trapunto.
Class supplies
1. Roxanne's Glue Baste-It: in the accordion shape bottle because it is easier
to apply and does not clog up .Please bring this specific brand.
2. Clover seam ripper: the one with the fat white handle, or a turning tool of
your choice.
3. Needle of your choice: Quilting/Between size 12 works well for me.
4. Feel free to use Thimble of your choice: Thimblepad Leather works great,
little round leather dots that stick on your finger.
5. Rotary Cutting mat: 6” x 8” is perfect, or the smallest cutting mat you have.
6. Sharp fabric scissors.

Prior to class: Prewash fabrics, just to remove the sizing. This can be done in a

sink. Class time will be spent learning the process, turning the pieces and positioning
them on the background fabric. You can stitch by hand or machine. I will address
both methods. You do not need to bring your machine for class.
I will be supplying you with a kit that includes the freezer paper shapes, a
placement guide and the trapunto magic.
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